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As the rate of violent incidents increases on American college and university campuses, academic libraries are exploring ways to protect their staff and patrons. An interdisciplinary review of the literature shows that few authors have devoted attention to library security in higher education. This study surveys the literature in library science, law enforcement, the social sciences, education, and general-interest publications. General and specific crimes are discussed, and suggestions are provided on how academic libraries can improve personal safety. Suggestions include: written emergency procedures, security equipment, and crime prevention staff training, along with safer building design, staff work area rearrangement, more campus involvement in library security, and improved employee/patron communication to ensure a safe, friendly, and pro-library environment.

Campus crime threatens our college and university libraries, and our entire academic community. A New York Times Magazine article called “The Campus Crime Wave” describes the personal dangers that exist on many American campuses: “From ax attacks in libraries to shootings at dances, violence on urban, suburban and rural campuses has transformed many schools into discreetly armed camps: electronic passkeys for dormitories, cold-steel mesh on classroom windows, computer-controlled cameras in stairwells, alarm strips in toilet stalls.” Crime has become such a serious problem on campuses that in 1992, Congress passed the Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act, which requires academic institutions to report the crime rate and types of offenses occurring on their campuses.

Criminal activity on college and university campuses is not a new phenomenon. In 1966, Charles Whitman became a mass murderer when he went on a shooting spree and killed 18 people at the University of Texas. Between 1967 and 1969, Norman John Collins murdered seven Eastern Michigan University women. In 1972-73, Edmund Kemper fatally wounded ten women at Cabrillo College and the University of California at Santa Cruz. In 1978, the infamous serial killer Ted Bundy broke into a sorority house at Florida State University at Tallahassee, and attacked and murdered two women. Bundy was alleged to have killed more than 30 people before he was captured four years later. Between 1984 and 1985, eight murders happened near the campus of Texas Christian University. Gun-related violence erupted at Weber
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State University in 1993, Simon’s Rock College of Bard in 1992, and the University of Iowa in 1991. During the first three months of 1994, nine college students were shot by other students, resulting in two fatalities.\(^4\)

Campus crime statistics indicate how vulnerable libraries are to violence. Daniel P. Keller, executive director of Campus Crime Prevention Programs, argues that an examination of the campus crime reports of most academic institutions would show that a substantial number of offenses occur in or around campus libraries.\(^5\) Alan J. Lizotte, executive director of the Consortium for Higher Education Campus Crime Research at the University at Albany, and Adriana Fernandez, research associate, analyzed data from the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Report and report that between 1974 and 1991, violent crimes such as murder, assault, rape, and robbery steadily declined by 27 percent on academic campuses.\(^6\) However, in 1993, safety reports provided by 774 colleges and universities show 1,353 robberies, an increase of approximately 12 percent from 1,210 the previous year; and 3,224 aggravated assaults, up from 3,141 the prior year. The number of rapes and forcible sexual offenses were 466 and 448, respectively. There was a small decrease in the number of murders, from 18 to 17.\(^7\)

Based on such findings, academic institutions are emphasizing the importance of providing sensible levels of security, hiring and training security and police staff, raising crime and safety consciousness, reporting dangers and criminal activity, and enforcing the laws against offenders.\(^8\)

In 1979, a woman was attacked by an ax-wielding assailant while studying alone in an isolated area of the stacks . . . at the University of Wisconsin.

Attacks on Libraries, Staff, and Patrons

Academic libraries, library staff, and patrons are not immune to violent crime. As reported in the literature, bomb threats and bombings are perpetrated against libraries. In addition, libraries are deliberately set on fire.\(^9-12\) Although personal assaults seldom occur in libraries,\(^13-15\) such incidents are tragic when they happen. For instance, in 1979, a woman was attacked by an ax-wielding assailant while studying alone in an isolated area of the stacks, near midnight, in Madison Memorial Library at the University of Wisconsin.\(^16\) That same year, the library director at California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo was shot and fatally wounded by the husband and son of a library employee.\(^17\) In 1983, a former library worker at the University of Florida went on a shooting rampage and shot the library director three times, fired twice at another coworker, and threatened a third staff member with deadly force. The incident left the library director paralyzed from the waist down. The disgruntled gunman was charged later with attempted first-degree murder.\(^18\) In 1990, when a library circulation assistant at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, attempted to stop a student from leaving the library with uncharged materials, she was attacked by the student, who cut her with fingernails, a pen, and a pencil.\(^19\)

According to Robert Willits, associate director of university personnel service at the University of Florida, perpetrators of library violence are usually “patrons or co-workers.”\(^20\) Ironically, according to research conducted by Charles Bunge, these same two groups are primary sources of stress and satisfaction among library staff.\(^21\) Crime is more likely to happen in academic libraries when one of several factors exists. First and foremost, most college and university libraries have open-access policies. Anyone can enter and use their facilities and collections...
without much scrutiny. Anonymous individuals can move around in such environments and prey at will on unsuspecting victims. Second, academic libraries are open many hours, including nights and weekends. As revealed by a national survey of college and university libraries, personal safety is seriously compromised during evenings and weekends. A third factor contributing to crime in academic libraries is the typical separation of library facilities from the web of other campus buildings. Staff and patrons are more vulnerable to personal assaults when they are entering and exiting such isolated facilities. Fourth, remote or hidden areas within libraries are not monitored easily. As a result, potential rapists, exhibitionists, and robbers can hide easily and wait for their victims. Fifth, campus security and student patrols lack the personnel to monitor activity adequately in libraries. Between the time campus security is notified and the time it responds to a library incident, the offender may have fled the premises. The last important factor that contributes to the likelihood of crime revolves around library employees' lack of crime prevention training. As Leslie W. Sheridan warns, staff members who are not trained in crime prevention techniques may put themselves, patrons, and the library collection at risk.

**Personal Library Safety**

Because no single approach to personal library safety exists, several security measures should be considered by academic libraries. However, libraries need to evaluate their weak areas and security requirements before implementing security measures. A security audit or checklist can help libraries define and address their vulnerability to crime. At the same time, libraries must keep in mind that fighting crime is a complex endeavor, and security programs will not eliminate crime completely. Nevertheless, libraries can strive to create environments that expose potential victimizers.

Personal safety steps that libraries need to consider include installing emergency telephones on each floor of the collection and connecting them to both a public service desk and the campus police switchboard. Whistles can be made readily available to patrons and employees who work in isolated areas. Persons entering and exiting the library should channel past a central point, such as a service desk area. Security personnel need to patrol the library regularly. Signage must be posted around the library advertising the security services available in the library. News releases can be circulated to inform the general community of the personal safety measures implemented.

**Other suggestions included writing library emergency procedures, posting the rules of the library in noticeable areas, and training staff in crime prevention.**

by the library. Mary Diederich Ott and Theodore S. Markewich suggest that escort services be provided for library employees and patrons during evening hours. The perimeters of libraries, parking lots, and garages must be well lit for pedestrian safety. Emergency telephones should be stationed throughout campus exteriors (for example, in parking lots and garages). The landscape needs to be maintained and managed to give added physical protection. By creating surroundings that offer good visibility, pedestrian safety on campus will improve overall.

Recently, the topic of personal library safety was discussed at a 1994 ALA preconference program entitled "Violence in the Library: Protecting Staff and Patrons," sponsored by the Buildings and Equipment Section of the Library Administration and Management Association (LAMA). During this conference, a panel of librarians and security experts shared crime prevention ideas. Some of the ideas...
suggested included equipping public service desks with duress alarms, installing scream alarms in rest rooms, and providing employees who work in remote areas with portable alarm devices. Other suggestions included writing library emergency procedures, posting the rules of the library in noticeable areas, and training staff in crime prevention.45 The literature suggests that library employees receive routine security training by public safety and law enforcement officers trained in recognizing and confronting unusual or disruptive behavior.46 Library staff members can work in groups when approaching problem patrons.47 At-Salter and ... Salter suggest that library schools increase their course offerings to include training on how to deal with behaviorally difficult patrons.
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torneys and law enforcement officials can help libraries define the types of library offenses that are prosecutable.46,49 In regard to the problem employee, library administrators may use more scrutiny before hiring applicants. The candidate’s references can be contacted and the applicant screened for possible criminal activity. In addition, counseling services and programs that help former employees find new employment should be made available.50

The architectural design of academic library buildings also plays an important role in personal safety. To reduce the opportunity for criminal activity, the interiors of libraries should be designed for the greatest exposure or highest visibility in public areas, according to John Morris51 and Marvine Brand.52 Michael Chaney and Alan F. MacDougall advise library architects to design plenty of “natural surveillance” into their interiors, particularly in susceptible areas.53 Concealed areas should be made more visible. In addition, architects need to develop and sustain a friendly and secure environment that the legitimate library user views as welcoming and efficient, while simultaneously causing worry and caution on the part of the would-be perpetrator of crime. Also, staff work areas may need rearranging for better security. Alan Jay Lincoln urges libraries to “Enhance visibility: Move a piece of furniture. Redesign a room.”54

Protecting library employees and patrons from crime is typically the responsibility of the college or university security division.55 In some instances, a library staff member may be assigned the duty of coordinating in-house security and serving as library liaison with campus police or security.56 Ultimately, however, it is the legal responsibility of libraries to protect their workers and clientele from foreseeable harm; otherwise, the courts could find them guilty of library negligence.57-59 Furthermore, litigation may be brought against the overall institutions for failure to act, protect, or enforce, or for other omissions of security.60 Library administrators should work with various campus groups and administrative personnel to improve security in their libraries. To develop and implement security measures, they can collaborate with campus law enforcement officers and security, the dean of students, and campus organizations.61 Charles A. Salter and Jeffrey L. Salter suggest that library schools increase their course offerings to include training on how to deal with behaviorally difficult patrons. At the same time, schools should encourage prospective librarians to take a general psychology course in order to better understand and more effectively deal with mentally disturbed patrons.62 To address the issue of personal safety, Susan Clegg, Philippa Dolphin, and Jean Sykes note “the importance of creating an atmosphere conducive to honesty and pro-library feelings.”63 Jennifer Reavis believes: “If we make people feel good about themselves when they come to the library, we are establishing a positive psychological con-
Sergeant Von L. Stambaugh of the Campus Investigations Section at the University of Toledo agrees that good interpersonal skills on the part of library workers will pay dividends in reducing library crime and improving personal safety. He comments: "A good working relationship between the library personnel and the police department is one of the major factors in keeping criminal activities down. Another is good rapport with the students." 65

Conclusion

As the crime rate increases across American college and university campuses, personal library safety is becoming a real concern to academic libraries. People are being routinely victimized by individuals in the library environment. Such offenses will continue to occur if steps are not taken to improve library security. The solutions to this dilemma are varied and complex. A multifaceted approach to library security is perhaps the most effective method of addressing the issue. Library staff must be trained by law enforcement professionals in security measures and, if necessary, work areas rearranged to improve personal safety. Library administrators and architects should work together in planning and designing security into library buildings in order to deter crime. Finally, library employees, public safety officers, and the overall academic community must work as a team to reduce campus crime and increase personal library safety.
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